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Abstract
Theory known as Special Galileon has recently attracted considerable interest due to
its peculiar properties. It has been shown that it represents an extremal member of the
set of effective field theories with enhanced soft limit. This property makes its tree-level
S−matrix fully on-shell reconstructible and representable by means of the Cachazo-He-
Yuan representation. The enhanced soft limit is a consequence of new hidden symmetry of
the Special Galileon action, however, until now, the origin of this peculiar symmetry has
remained unclear. In this paper we interpret this symmetry as a special transformation of
the coset space GAL (D, 1) /SO(1, D− 1) and show, that there exists a three-parametric
family of invariant Galileon actions. The latter family is closed under duality which ap-
pears as a natural generalization of the above mentioned symmetry. We also present a
geometric construction of the Special Galileon action using D−dimensional brane prop-
agating in 2D−dimensional flat pseudo-riemannian space. Within such framework, the
Special Galileon symmetry emerges as an U(1, D−1) symmetry of the target space, which
can be treated as a D−dimensional Ka¨hler manifold. Such a treatment allows for classifi-
cation of the higher order invariant Lagrangians needed as counterterms on the quantum
level. We also briefly comment on relation between such higher order Lagrangians and
the Lagrangians invariant with respect to the polynomial shift symmetry.
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1 Introduction and summary of the results
Galileons are known to be very interesting derivatively coupled real scalar field theories with
a rich spectrum of applications. Originally the simplest cubic Galileon emerged as an effective
field theory describing the only interacting scalar mode in a decoupling limit of the Dvali-
Gabadadze-Porrati model [1, 2]. It also naturally appeared in analogous decoupling limit
of theory with massive graviton [3] where it described a zero-helicity mode. It has been
soon realized, that generalizations of the cubic Galileon exist, namely D dimensions allow for
D+1 independent Galileon Lagrangian terms. Such a general Galileon theory has been then
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proposed as a long distance modification of the General relativity [4]. An appealing feature
of Galileon in this context is a presence of Vainshtein screening [5] as well as a stability of its
basic Lagrangian with respect to the quantum corrections [6, 7, 8]. Other generalizations as a
vector or p−form Galileons and its covariant form on a curved background has been discussed
e.g. in [9, 10].
There exist also close relation between the Galileon theories and theories describing fluc-
tuations of D dimensional brane in D + 1 dimensional Minkowski space-time. Within this
framework the flat space Galileon emerges as a certain non-relativistic limit of special ver-
sions of such theories [11, 7]. This approach allowed for further generalizations changing the
Minkowski space for Anti-de Sitter space or for a general curved background and recovering
in this way the conformal Galileon and covariant Galileon respectively.
Recently the Galileon theories attracted further attention due to the special distinctive
properties of their S−matrix. It has been found [12, 13, 14], that the general Galileon is a
unique theory (up to the values of the couplings and within a certain class of single scalar
theories with specific power-counting) the amplitudes of which have non-trivial one-particle
soft limit. More precisely, let us write the interaction Lagrangian of a single scalar effective
theory schematically as
Lint =
∑
d,n
λd,n∂
dφn (1.1)
and let us restrict ourselves to the theories with vertices for which
ρ ≡ d− 2
n− 2 = 2. (1.2)
Then the general Galileon is the only theory whose scattering amplitudes Am (p, . . .) vanish
as the second power of momentum,
Am (p, . . .)
p→0
= O
(
p2
)
(1.3)
when one of the particles in the in or out state becomes soft. Moreover, within the class
of the general Galileon theories there exists a distinguished one (dubed Special Galileon),
which exhibits even more enhanced soft behavior - the corresponding amplitudes vanish as
the third power of the soft momentum [12, 15]. The latter feature makes the Special Galileon
very peculiar: its S−matrix can be fully reconstructed from the lowest nontrivial on-shell
amplitude i.e. form the four-point one1[13, 14]. Also, the S−matrix of the Special Galileon has
the Cachazo-He-Yuan representation [15] (along with other exceptional scalar field theories
with enhanced soft limit, namely the U (N) non-linear sigma model and the Dirac-Born-Infeld
theory (DBI)). As discussed in [14], all these theories occupy the border line ρ = σ− 1 which
delimits the allowed region for theories with the non-trivial soft limit
An (p)
p→0
= O (pσ) (1.4)
in the (σ, ρ) plane and so their soft behavior is extremal. The Special Galileon is in fact
“doubly extremal“ because is sits in a corner of the allowed region and its soft exponent
σ = 3 is the highest possible one [14].
1Also the S−matrix of the general Galileon in D dimensions is on-shell reconstructible [13], however, as an
input, it is necessary to know all the on shell amplitudes up to the D + 1 point one.
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The soft behavior of the scattering amplitudes is closely related to the non-linear sym-
metries of the underlying theory [14]. For all the above mentioned exceptional scalar field
theories there exist a symmetry of the action of the type
δθφ (x) = θα1...αn [x
α1 . . . xαn +∆α1...αn (x)] , (1.5)
where θα1...αn are infinitesimal parameters and where ∆
α1...αn (x) is a linear combination of
local composite operators. The very presence of such a symmetry guaranties, under some
regularity assumptions, that the soft exponent satisfies σ ≥ n + 1. For instance the O(p2)
soft limit of the general Galileon is a consequence of the linear shift symmetry
δGalθ φ (x) = θαx
α, (1.6)
and the same σ = 2 soft behavior of the Dirac-Born-Infeld theory is a consequence of the
symmetry
δDBIθ φ (x) = θα
[
xα − F−Dφ (x) ∂αφ (x)] (1.7)
Let us remind, that within the latter theory the field φ (x) describes a position of the brane
in the extra dimension. The symmetry (1.7) of the DBI action has then a nice geometrical
interpretation as a non-linearly realized Lorentz transformation of the target D+1 dimensional
space in which the fluctuating brane propagates. This geometrical picture is very useful
because it simplifies considerably the constructions of higher order invariant Lagrangians
(i.e. those with more than one derivative per field). The latter are necessary as couterterms
when the higher loop corrections are taken into account. The very identification of the DBI
symmetry as a group of invariance of the target space metric converts the task of counterterm
construction in an almost routine enumeration of the reparameterization invariants built from
the induced metric on the brane and its extrinsic curvature. In this sense the DBI theory and
its symmetry is fully understood.
This is not the case of the Special Galileon, although a hidden symmetry responsible for
its O
(
p3
)
soft behavior has been found shortly after discovery of this peculiar theory [16].
This symmetry can be written in the form
δsGalθ φ (x) = θ
µν (Λxµxν − ∂µφ (x) ∂νφ (x)) (1.8)
where θµν is a symmetric traceless tensor and Λ is a parameter related to the coupling constant
of the Special Galileon. However, the origin and properties of this symmetry have been still
unclear and its form does not allow for construction of higher order countertems in an easy
and straightforward way. Even the direct proof that the transformation (1.8) is really a
symmetry of the Special Galileon action is rather complicated, because the contributions of
different parts of the Lagrangian with different number of fields has to cancel each other in a
subtle way.
The aim of this article is to elucidate this issue. We will first show, that the hid-
den symmetry (1.8) has its origin in a certain finite reparameterization of the coset space
GAL (D, 1) /SO(1,D − 1). The latter corresponds to the spontaneous symmetry breaking of
the Galileon symmetry
δc,dφ (x) = c+ dµx
µ, (1.9)
according to the pattern2 GAL (D, 1) → ISO (1,D − 1). As it has been shown in [17], the
general Galileon Lagrangian can be recognized as a linear combination of Schwinger terms
2Here, as above, D is the space-time dimension.
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related to closed GAL (D, 1)-invariant D+1 forms ω
(n)
D+1 on the above mentioned coset. This
coset space can be parameterized by 2D + 1 coordinates φ , Lµ and x
µ, which are related
to the generators of the general Galileon symmetry (1.9) and space-time translations. The
general Galileon Lagrangian in then obtained by means of integrating the forms ω
(n)
D+1over
D + 1 dimensional ball BD+1 whose boundary is the compactified space-time and imposing
then the inverse Higgs constraint Lµ = ∂µφ.
We will show that the coset space reparametrization (φ, L, x)→ (φ, Lθ, xθ), where
xµθ = [cosh (2aθ)]
µ
ν x
ν +
1
a
[sinh (2aθ)]µν L
ν
Lµθ = a [sinh (2aθ)]
µ
ν x
ν + [cosh (2aθ)]µν L
ν
φθ = φ− 1
2
Lµxµ +
1
2
Lµθ · (xθ)µ (1.10)
is responsible for the hidden Galileon symmetry (1.8) with Λ = a2. Here the matrices
cosh (2aθ) and sinh (2aθ) are corresponding functions3 of the symmetric tensor θµν which
is a free parameter of the transformation. The case Λ < 0 can be obtained by means of
analytic continuation a → iα. We will also show, that for fixed a there is a two-parametric
family4 of actions, S (a, c+, c−) which are invariant with respect to (1.10) for traceless θ
µν .
Moreover, in the case when θµν is not traceless, the transformation (1.10) becomes a duality
of the family S (a, c+, c−), namely such actions transform according to
S (a, c+, c−)→ S
(
a, c+ + aθ
µ
µ, c− − aθµµ
)
. (1.11)
The theory known in the literature as a Special Galileon then corresponds (up to an overall
normalization) to the case c+ = c−. We have therefore not only hidden Galileon symmetry,
but also a hidden Galileon duality of the whole family of Special Galileons.
Our second result shows, that the above symmetry/duality has a nice geometrical origin.
Namely, we will prove that the Galileon field can be interpreted as a scalar degree of freedom
which describes position of special D−dimensional brane in 2D dimensional flat space with
pseudo-riemannian metric whose signature is either (D,D) or (2, 2D − 2). The coordinates
on such a 2D space can be identified with the above mentioned coset space coordinates xµ
and Lµ and the metric reads
ds2 = ηµν
(
dXµdXν − 1
Λ
dLµdLν
)
. (1.12)
The inverse Higgs constraint Lµ = ∂µφ is implemented demanding the brane to be isotropic
with respect to the properly chosen two-form, namely
ω = ηµνdX
µ ∧ dLν . (1.13)
The ω−preserving subgroup of isometries of the bulk then acts on the brane configurations,
which are described solely by one scalar field φ, and result in nonliner transformations which
are exactly the general Galileon symmetry (1.9) (the translations in the Lµ directions) and
the hidden Galileon duality (1.10) (rotations which mix xµ and Lµ). As a consequence and
3In the powers of θ the indices are contracted with the flat metric tensor.
4In the analytically continued case a = iα and α fixed there is only one-parameter family due to the
requirement of reality of the action.
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similarly to the construction of the DBI action, the invariant Galileon action can be con-
structed as brane action which consists of reparameterization invariants build form geometric
objects like the induced metric on the brane
gµν = ηµν − 1
Λ
∂µ∂αφ∂
α∂νφ, (1.14)
or the brane extrinsic curvature. The higher order Lagrangian terms invariant with respect
to (1.10), which are needed as counterterms for the special Galileon, can be then easily
classified. We make such a classification up to the terms of the schematic structure ∂2n+4φn
and n arbitrary.
Our third results concerns the relation between the higher order special Galileon La-
grangians and the Lagrangians invariant with respect to the polynomial shift symmetries.
The latter have been studied and classified in [18] and [19]. We will show, that in D > 2n
dimensions the quadratic shift invariants of the general form ∂6n+4φ2n+2 (i.e. (P,N,∆) =
(2, 2n + 2, 3n + 2) when using the notation5 of [18]) can be easily obtained from our con-
struction. Namely, provided we restrict ourselves to the Lovelock action [20] built form n−th
power of the Riemann tensor corresponding to the metric (1.14), we can obtain the invariant
(2, 2n + 2, 3n + 2) just summing up the all the terms with N = 2n+ 2 legs.
The paper is organized as follows. In the Section 2 we briefly review a coset construc-
tion of the general Galileon action and fix our notation. In Section 3 we shortly discuss the
relation between transformations of the coset and general Galileon dualities. In Section 4
we introduce a special coset space transformation which generates a duality of certain three-
parametric family of Galileon actions and the infinitesimal form of which is identical with
the hidden symmetry of Special Galileon for special choice of the parameters. Here we also
discuss possible generalizations of the above mentioned duality/symmetry. Sections 5 and 6
are devoted to the geometrical construction of the Special Galileon using the probe brane in
2D−dimensional space. In Sections 7 and 8 we present a construction of the higher order
Lagrangians and their classification up to the terms ∂2n+4φn. Here we also comment on the
relation to the actions invariant with respect to the quadratic shift. In Section 9 we briefly
discuss the second branch of the Special Galileon symmetry within the probe brane context.
Conclusions are summarized in Section 10. Some technical details are postponed to appen-
dices. In Appendix A we prove the invariance of the Inverse Higgs Constraint with respect
to the special Galileon duality. The same is done for generalized special Galileon duality in
Appendix B. In Appendix C we give an explicit form of some higher order Lagrangian terms.
In Appendix D we discuss the properties of the family of invariant Lagrangians under other
duality transformations.
2 Coset construction of the Galileon action
In this section we give a brief overview6 of the geometry of the coset space behind the Galileon
Lagrangian and its connection to the more traditional treatment. It appears that such a geo-
metrical language is particularly useful and elegant for investigation of additional symmetries
and dualities of the theory while the traditional approach makes these aspects less transpar-
ent. In what follows we will also fix our conventions and notation.
5Here P is the order of the polynomial shift, N is a number of legs and 2∆ is nuber of derivatives.
6For more detailed treatment we refer to the original paper [17], as an example of further application see
also [21].
It is well known that the Galielon field φ (x) can be understood as a Goldstone boson of
the spontaneously broken Galileon7 symmetry8
δa,bφ (x) = a+ b · x, (2.1)
according to the symmetry breaking pattern
GAL (D, 1)→ ISO (1,D − 1) . (2.2)
Here GAL (D, 1) is the Galileon group in D space-time dimensions with generators Pa,
Jab = −Jba (space-time translations, rotations and boosts) and A, Ba (constant shift and
non-uniform linear shift of the field respectively). These generators satisfy the algebra
[Pa, Pb] = [Ba, Bb] = [Pa, A] = [Ba, A] = [Jab, A] = 0
[Pa, Bb] = iηabA
[Jab, Pc] = i (ηbcPa − ηacPb)
[Jab, Bc] = i (ηbcBa − ηacBb)
[Jab, Jcd] = i (ηbcJad + ηadJbc − ηacJbd − ηbdJac) . (2.3)
In terms of the generators A and Ba we can write the infinitesimal Galileon transformation
(2.1) as
δa,b = −iaA− ibaBa. (2.4)
The symmetry breaking order parameter is the vacuum expectation value
〈0|δa,bφ|0〉 = a+ b · x. (2.5)
As it has been recognized in [17], the basic (i.e. the lowest order9) Galileon Lagrangian
in D dimensional space-time represents a linear combination of D + 1 generalized Wess-
Zumino-Witten terms [22, 23, 24, 25, 25]. These can be constructed using the standard
coset construction of Callan, Coleman, Wess and Zumino [26, 27] which has been adapted for
non-uniform symmetries10 by Volkov [28] and Ivanov and Ogievetsky [29].
In the Galileon case the coset space is11
GAL (D, 1) /SO(1,D − 1) = {gSO(1,D − 1), g ∈ GAL (D, 1)} (2.6)
7The Galileon symmetry is the simplest nontrivial example of the general polynomial shift symmetry dis-
cussed in [19] and [18].
8Here and in what follows the dot means a contraction of the adjacent Lorentz indices, i.e.
L · x = Lµxµ = Lµx
µ = Lµηµνx
ν = L · η · x.
In the same spirit, the double (multiple) dot between symmetric tensors means double (multiple) contraction,
e.g.
∂∂φ : η = ∂µ∂νφη
µν , ∂∂∂φ
...∂∂∂φ = ∂µ∂ν∂ρφ∂
µ∂ν∂ρφ
e.t.c..
9For the systematic power counting scheme for the Galileon see [21]. According to this counting, the
operators are classified using the index δ = d− 2(n− 1) where d is number of derivatives and n is number of
the external lines. The lowest order Galileon Lagrangian corresponds to the linear combination of the operators
with δ = 0.
10That means those symmetries which do not comute with the spacetime translations.
11Note that the only generators which are realized linearly on the field space are the rotations and boosts
Jab.
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and can be parametrized by means of the coordinates xµ, Lµ and φ (the latter two are
candidates for the Goldstone fields) corresponding to the following choice of the representative
U of each left coset
U = eiP ·xeiAφ+iB·L ∈
{
eiP ·xeiAφ+iB·LSO(1,D − 1)
}
. (2.7)
This choice induces a non-linear realization of the transformation g ∈ GAL (D, 1) on the coset
according to the prescription{
eiP ·x
′
eiAφ
′
+iB·L
′
SO(1,D − 1)
}
=
{
geiP ·xeiAφ+iB·LSO(1,D − 1)
}
. (2.8)
The basis of the covariant building blocks (dubbed ωA, ω
a
P and ω
a
B in what follows) which
are used for the construction of the GAL (D, 1) invariant action can be then read off from
the Maurer-Cartan form
1
i
U−1dU = ωcPPc + ωAA+ ω
d
BBd. (2.9)
Explicitly we get
ωA = dφ− Laηab · dxb
ωaP = dx
a
ωaB = dL
b. (2.10)
Lorentz invariants constructed from the components of the forms ωA, ω
a
P and ω
a
B and the
ordinary12 derivative ∂µ can be shown to be automatically invariant with respect to the
non-linear realization (2.6) of GAL (D, 1) on the coset.
Note that the localized form of the Galileon symmetry with space-time dependent param-
eters a(x) and b(x)
δa(x),b(x)φ = a(x) + b(x) · x ≡ â(x) = δâ(x)φ (2.11)
looks like the localization of the constant shift with parameter â(x). Therefore it is not
possible to distinguish between the localization of the constant shift and the linear shift, and
as a cosequence, there is only one physical Goldstone boson φ (x) corresponding to the local
fluctuation of the order parameter (2.5) [30, 31, 32, 33]. The unphysical Goldstones Lµ (x)
can be eliminated imposing the Inverse Higgs Constraint (IHC) [29] which in this case reads
ωA = 0. (2.12)
This implies
ωaB = dL
µ (x) = ∂µ∂νφ (x) dx
ν. (2.13)
The building blocks for the invariant Lagrangian are therefore the second and higher deriva-
tives of the Galileon field. The most general invariant Lagrangian is then
Linv = Linv(∂µ∂νφ, ∂λ∂µ∂νφ, . . .). (2.14)
It is manifestly invariant with respect to the Galileon symmetry because the number of
derivatives acting on each field is sufficient to compensate the linear shift (2.1). However such
12The covariant derivative ∇µ used in the general Volkov and Ogievetsky construction is in this case simply
the ordinary derivative ∂µ.
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a Lagrangian is in fact higher order in the power counting with respect to the basic Galileon
Lagrangian. The latter has smaller number of derivatives per field, schematically
Lbasic =
D+1∑
n=1
∂2n−2φn. (2.15)
This is possible because the basic Lagrangian is invariant only up to a total derivative and
therefore the apparently deficient number of derivatives which do not compensate the linear
shift of all the fields is in fact sufficient. Lbasic thus represents a generalized Wess-Zumino-
Witten term [22, 23, 24, 25]. The corresponding action can be written as an integral of closed
GAL (D, 1)-invariant D + 1 form ωD+1 (which is however not an exterior derivative of any
GAL (D, 1)-invariant D-form). The integration is taken over D + 1 dimensional ball BD+1
whose boundary is the compactified space-time SD = ∂BD+1
SWZW =
∫
BD+1
ωD+1. (2.16)
The basis13 of such forms was found in [17] and has D + 1 elements ω
(n)
D+1, explicitly
ω
(n)
D+1 = dβ
(n)
d = εµ1...µDωA ∧ ωµ1B ∧ . . . ∧ ωµn−1B ∧ ωµnP ∧ . . . ∧ ωµDP , (2.17)
where the GAL (D, 1)-non-invariant D-forms β
(n)
D are
β
(n)
D = εµ1...µDφ dL
µ1 ∧ . . . ∧ dLµn−1 ∧ dxµn ∧ . . . ∧ dxµD
+
n− 1
2(D − n+ 2)εµ1...µDL
2dLµ1 ∧ . . . ∧ dLµn−2 ∧ dxµn−1 ∧ . . . ∧ dxµD . (2.18)
We can thus write according to the Stokes theorem∫
BD+1
ω
(n)
D+1 =
∫
∂BD+1
β
(n)
D =
∫
SD
β
(n)
D (2.19)
As the last step we impose the IHC constraint (2.12) in the last formula. As a result we get∫
SD
β
(n)
D |IHC =
1
n
∫
SD
dDxLn, (2.20)
where
Ln = φεµ1...µDεν1...νD
n−1∏
i=1
∂µi∂νiφ
D∏
j=n
ηµjνj
= (−1)D−1 (D − n+ 1)!φdet {∂νi∂νjφ}n−1i,j=1 . (2.21)
Ln is up to a constant one of the traditional forms of the Galileon Lagrangian. Here we use
the convention η = diag (1,−1, . . . ,−1) and ε01...D−1 = 1. The most general basic Galileon
action can be therefore written in the form
Sbasic =
D+1∑
n=1
ndn
∫
BD+1
ω
(n)
D+1|IHC =
∫
SD
dDx
D+1∑
n=1
dnLn. (2.22)
where dn are real constants.
13I.e. the basis of the cohomology HD+1 (GAL(D, 1)/SO(1, D − 1),R); see [17] for more detail.
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3 Coset transformations and Galileon dualities
In the previous section the coset space GAL (d, 1) /SO(1, d − 1) has been parametrized by
means of the coordinates xµ, Lµ and φ according to the choice U of the representative of each
coset, where
U = eiP ·xeiAφ+iB·L, (3.1)
and then the redundant field Lµ has been fixed by means of imposing the IHC constraint
ωA = dφ− L · dx = 0. (3.2)
Therefore any transformation of the coset space which preserves the IHC constraint defines a
consistent transformation of the Galileon field. More formally, suppose that we have a general
transformation on the coset space which is expressed in terms of the coordinates xµ, Lµ and
φ as
x′µ = ξµ (x,L, φ)
L′µ = Λµ (x,L, φ)
φ′ = f (x,L, φ) . (3.3)
Provided the IHC is preserved by this transformation, i.e. when the following implication
holds
ωA = 0⇒ ω′A = 0, (3.4)
where
ω
′
A ≡ dφ
′ − L′ · dx′ , (3.5)
then a well defined transformation of the Galileon field can be obtained as
x
′µ = ξµ (x, ∂φ (x) , φ (x))
φ
′
(x′) = f (x, ∂φ (x) , φ (x)) . (3.6)
As a consequence of ω
′
A = 0 we get a consistent relation for the transformation of the deriva-
tives
∂
′µφ′
(
x′
)
= Λµ (x, ∂φ (x) , φ (x)) . (3.7)
An important class of such transformations are dualities, i.e. those transformations for which
the general basic Galileon action is form-invariant. This means that, provided
Sbasic [φ] =
∫
dDx
D+1∑
n=1
dnLn [φ] (3.8)
with some set {dn}D+1n=1 of the couplings, then
Sbasic
[
φ′
]
=
∫
dDx
D+1∑
n=1
d′nLn [φ] (3.9)
with new set {d′n}D+1n=1 . In the case when {dn}D+1n=1 = {d′n}D+1n=1 the duality becomes a symmetry
of the basic Galileon action.
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A large class of such dualities has been classified in [21]. These dualites can be identi-
fied with group of matrices M ∈ GL (2,R) which act on the coset space as follows. The
transformation of the coordinated xµ and Lµ are given by the matrix multiplication(
x′µ
L′µ
)
= M
(
xµ
Lµ
)
(3.10)
while the transformation of φ can be written in a compact form as
φ′ − 1
2
L′ · x′ =
(
φ− 1
2
L · x
)
detM . (3.11)
The new set of couplings is then a linear combination of the original ones
d′n =
D+1∑
m=1
Anm (M) dm (3.12)
for appropriate matrix Anm (M). Composition of the transformations (3.10), (3.11) is in one-
to-one corresponcence with the matrix multiplication in GL (2,R) and the theory space (i.e.
the (D+1) dimensional vector space with coordinates dm) caries its linear representation (see
[21] for more details). Let us note that for special choice of the matrix M = αD (θ) where
αD (θ) =
(
1 −2θ
0 1
)
(3.13)
we recover a one parametric subgroup of dualities
x′ = x− 2θ∂φ (x) , φ′ (x′) = φ (x)− θ∂φ (x) · ∂φ (x) (3.14)
which has been discussed in [34], [35] and [36]. Let us remind, that the duality (3.14) preserves
the on-shell S−matrix, i.e. the theories related with this transformation describe the same
on-shell physics (see [21] for more detail).
4 Special Galileon duality
In this section we introduce another very special type of the coset space transformations
(3.3) satisfying (3.4). We will show that it is possible to find a new set of duality (and even
symmetry) transformations outside the class (3.10), (3.11) provided we restrict ourselves to
a special two (or three)-parametric families of the basic Galileon actions. Within the new set
of dualities we will find a subset corresponding to the symmetry discussed by Hinterbichler
and Joyce in [16]. As a particular member of the family of actions mentioned above we will
identify a theory known as Special Galileon.
In what follows we will distinguish between two branches of the abovementioned duality
transformation. The most natural identification of these two branches is in terms of the
appropriately choosen set of complex and real coordinates on the coset space.
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4.1 Complex coordinates
For further convenience we introduce first the following complex combinations of the coset
coordinates
Z = x+
i
α
L, Z = x− i
α
L, (4.1)
where α is a real parameter with canonical dimension dimα = (D + 2) /2. Note that the
building blocks ωA, ωB and ωP (see (2.10)) read in these coordinates
ωA = dφ+ i
α
4
(
Z − Z) · (dZ + dZ) (4.2)
ωP =
1
2
(
dZ + dZ
)
(4.3)
ωB = − iα
2
(
dZ − dZ) . (4.4)
Let now Gµν = Gνµ be constant symmetric real tensor and θ be a real number which will
play a role of the parameter of the transformation (here we assume dimGµν = 0 and dim θ =
− dimα). Let us denote U (θ) the following matrix
U (θ) = exp (−iαθG) , (4.5)
where in the matrix notation
(G)µν = Gµαηαν = Gµν , (4.6)
and thus
U (θ)µν = δ
µ
ν − iαθGµν −
1
2
α2θ2GµαG
α
ν + . . . (4.7)
Let us introduce the following transformation of the coset coordinates14
Zθ = U (θ) · Z
Zθ = U (−θ) · Z
φθ = φ+ i
α
8
(
Z2 − Z2
)
− iα
8
(
Z2θ − Z2θ
)
(4.8)
As a result of the transformation we get
dZθ = U (θ) · dZ
dZθ = U (−θ) · dZ. (4.9)
Using the properties of the matrix U (θ) it is then an easy exercise (see Appendix A) to show
that the form ωA is invariant, i.e.
[ωA]θ ≡ dφθ + i
α
4
(
Zθ − Zθ
) · (dZθ + dZθ)
= dφ+ i
α
4
(
Z − Z) · (dZ + dZ) = ωA.
Thus the transformation (4.8) respects the IHC constraint in the sense discussed above and
therefore induces a well defined transformation of the Galileon field. Let us note that this
definition guaranties that the combination
φ+ i
α
8
(
Z2 − Z2
)
= φ− 1
2
L · x (4.10)
14Note that the transformation of Z is consistent with the relation Z∗ = Z.
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is invariant with respect to the transformation (4.8) (cf. also (3.11)).
Let us now construct a basic Galileon action with nice transformation properties with
respect to the transformation (4.8). As we have discussed above (see (2.22)), any such action
is a linear combination of the integrals of the basic forms ω
(n+1)
D+1
ω
(n+1)
D+1 = εµ1µ2...µDωA ∧ ωµ1B ∧ . . . ∧ ωµnB ∧ ωµn+1P ∧ . . . ∧ ωµDP (4.11)
over D + 1 dimensional ball BD+1. Because the basic building blocks ωP and ωB are linear
combinations of dZ and dZ (see (2.10)), it is natural to consider the following form
Ω = εµ1µ2...µDωA ∧ dZµ1 ∧ dZµ2 . . . ∧ dZµD
=
D∑
n=0
(
D
n
)(
i
α
)n
ω
(n+1)
D+1 . (4.12)
The latter transforms under (4.8) as follows
Ωθ = εµ1µ2...µD [ωA]θ ∧ dZµ1θ ∧ dZµ2θ . . . ∧ dZµDθ
= εµ1µ2...µDU (θ)
µ1
ν1
. . . U (θ)µDνD ωA ∧ dZν1 ∧ . . . ∧ dZνD
= detU (θ) εν1ν2...νDωA ∧ dZν1 ∧ . . . ∧ dZνD , (4.13)
and thus
Ωθ = detU (θ)Ω = e
−iαθtrGΩ. (4.14)
In the same way, the form
Ω = εµ1µ2...µDωA ∧ dZ
µ1 ∧ dZµ2 . . . ∧ dZµD (4.15)
transforms as
Ωθ = detU (−θ)Ω = eiαθtrGΩ. (4.16)
This results suggest to construct a two-parametric family of basic Galileon actions15
S (α, β) =
1
2i
α
∫
BD+1
(
eiβΩ− e−iβΩ
)
|IHC , (4.17)
where β is a real parameter. Such actions have (as a consequence of (4.14) and (4.16)) very
simple transformation property with respect to (4.8),
Sθ (α, β) =
1
2i
α
∫
BD+1
(
eiβΩθ − e−iβΩθ
)
|IHC (4.18)
=
1
2i
α
∫
BD+1
(
eiβe−iαθtrGΩ− e−iβeiαθtrGΩ
)
|IHC , (4.19)
i.e. the parameter β is shifted according to
Sθ (α, β) = S
(
α, β − αθGµµ
)
. (4.20)
15The prefactor α/2 avoids the α-dependence of the kinetic term.
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The transformation (4.8) is therefore a duality transformation and for traceless tensor Gµν it
is a symmetry of the two parameter family of actions S (α, β). In the traditional notation we
get using (2.22) and (4.12)
S (α, β) =
∫
dDxL (α, β) , (4.21)
where
L (α, β) =
D+1∑
n=1
dn (α, β)Ln (4.22)
with Ln given by (2.21) and where the couplings dn (α, β) read explicitly
d2n (α, β) =
(−1)n
2n
(
D
2n− 1
)
cos β
α2(n−1)
, (4.23)
d2n+1 (α, β) =
(−1)n
2n + 1
(
D
2n
)
sin β
α2n−1
. (4.24)
Especially for traceless tensor Gµν we get invariance of the Lagrangian L (α, β) under (4.8)
(with IHC imposed) up to a total derivative.
The infinitesimal form of the duality transformation reads
Zµθ = Z
µ − iαθGµνZν
Z
µ
θ = Z
µ
+ iαθGµνZ
ν
φθ = φ− α
2
4
θ
(
ZµGµνZ
ν + Z
µ
GµνZ
ν)
, (4.25)
or using the IHC
xµθ = x
µ + θGµν∂νφ
φθ (xθ) = φ (x)− α
2
2
θGµν
(
xµxν − 1
α2
∂µφ (x) ∂νφ (x)
)
. (4.26)
Equivalently we can write
φθ (x) = φ (x)− θ
2
Gµν
(
α2xµxν + ∂µφ (x) ∂νφ (x)
)
. (4.27)
In the latter formula we can recognize a generalization of the hidden Galileon symmetry of
Hinterbichler and Joyce [16]. The theory known as a Special Galileon corresponds then (up
to an overall normalization) to particular value of parameter β, namely for β = kpi, k ∈ Z.
Therefore the hidden Galileon symmetry is a special case of more general “hidden Galileon
duality“ (4.8) for traceless Gµν and there is in fact a two parameter family of Lagrangians
invariant with respect to this symmetry.
4.2 Real coordinates
We can repeat the above consideration also for imaginary parameter α = ia. Let us introduce
real coordinates on the coset space according to
Z± = x± 1
a
L, (4.28)
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and define the transformation matrix U (±θ) as
U (±θ) = exp (±aθG) .
Here G is defined as above (4.6). The transformation of the coset coordinates is then
Z±θ = U (±θ) · Z±
φθ = φ− a
8
(
Z+2 − Z−2)+ a
8
(
Z+2θ − Z−2θ
)
, (4.29)
and for the forms ωA and dZ
± we get following transformation rules
[ωA]θ = ωA, dZ
±
θ = U (±θ) · dZ±. (4.30)
In analogy with (4.12) and (4.15) we can now construct two real forms
Ω± = εµ1µ2...µDωA ∧ dZ±µ1 ∧ dZ±µ2 . . . ∧ dZ±µD
=
D∑
n=0
(
D
n
)(
±1
a
)n
ω
(n+1)
D+1 , (4.31)
transforming as
Ω±θ = Ω
± det [exp (±aθtrG)] = e±aθGµµΩ±. (4.32)
Let us therefore assume the following actions
S± (a, c±) = ±1
2
aec±
∫
BD+1
Ω±|IHC =
∫
dDx
D+1∑
n=1
d±n (a, c±)Ln, (4.33)
where
d±n (a, c±) =
1
n
ec±
(
D
n− 1
)
(−1)n
an−2
. (4.34)
According to (4.32), these actions are related by duality (4.29)
S± (a, c±)θ = S±
(
a, c± ± aθGµµ
)
, (4.35)
which becomes a symmetry of S± (a, c±) for traceless G
µν .
However, the theories corresponding either to only S+ (a, c+) or to only S− (a, c−) are in
some sense trivial. As it is shown in Appendix D, under the GL (2,R) duality transformation
(3.10), (3.11) with matrix M = αD (σ) (see (3.13)) we transform d
±
n (a, c±) into
d±n (a, c±)σ =
1
2n
aec±
(
D
n− 1
)(
±1
a
− 2σ
)n−1
. (4.36)
Thus for M± = αD (±1/2α), the actions S± (a, c±) are dual to the theory with action
S1 (a, c±) =
(−1)D−1D!
2
aec±
∫
dDxφ. (4.37)
To get a nontrivial theory we have therefore to construct a linear combination of both actions
S± (a, c±) with nonzero coefficients,
S (a, c+, c−) =
1
2
a
∫
BD+1
(
ec+Ω+ − ec−Ω−) |IHC = ∫ dDxD+1∑
n=1
d±n (a, c+, c−)Ln, (4.38)
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where
d±n (a, c+, c−) =
1
2n
(
D
n− 1
)
1
an−2
(ec+ + (−1)n ec−) . (4.39)
Under (4.29) S± (a, c+, c−) transforms according to
S (a, c+, c−)θ = S±
(
a, c+ + aθG
µ
µ, c− − aθGµµ
)
, (4.40)
and again, the case of traceless Gµµ = 0 yields a symmetry of the whole family S (a, c+, c−).
Note that the special case S± (a, b,−b) is an analytic continuation of the action S (α, β) (cf.
(4.17)) to imaginary values of the parameters, namely α = ia and β = −ib
S (ia,−ib) = 1
2
a
∫
BD+1
(
ebΩ+ − e−bΩ−
)
|IHC =
∫
dDx
D+1∑
n=1
dn (ia,−ib)Ln, (4.41)
where
d2n (ia,−ib) = 1
2n
(
D
2n− 1
)
cosh b
a2(n−1)
d2n+1 (ia,−ib) = 1
2n + 1
(
D
2n
)
sinh b
a2n−1
. (4.42)
Under (4.29) this actions transform as
Sθ (ia,−ib) = S
(
ia,−ib− iaθGµµ
)
. (4.43)
The infinitesimal transformation (4.29) reads in terms of x and φ (after using the IHC)
xµθ = x
µ + θGµν∂νφ
φθ (xθ) = φ (x) +
a2
2
θGµν
(
xµxν +
1
a2
∂µφ (x) ∂νφ (x)
)
(4.44)
or finally
φθ (x) = φ (x) +
θ
2
Gµν
(
a2xµxν − ∂µφ (x) ∂νφ (x)
)
(4.45)
This corresponds to the second branch of the hidden Galileon symmetry of Hinterbichler
and Joyce [16]. The corresponding Special Galileon is a particular case of S (a, c+, c−) with
c+ = c−.
4.3 Special Galileon duality and GL (2,R) duality
Let us add a note on the interrelation of the above Special Galileon duality and the GL (2,R)
duality (3.10), (3.11) discussed in Section 3. For Gµν = ηµν the transformations (4.8) and
(4.29) correspond to the dualities (3.10), (3.11) with SL (2,R) matrices Mα (θ) and Ma (θ)
respectively, namely
Mα (θ) =
(
cosαθ α−1 sinαθ
−α sinαθ cosαθ
)
(4.46)
Ma (θ) =
(
cosh aθ a−1 sinh aθ
a sinh aθ cosh aθ
)
. (4.47)
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The Gµν = ηµν case is therefore not only duality of the Special Galileon but also a duality of
the most general Galileon action. Note that in the limit α, a→ 0 we get
Mα,a (θ)
α,a→0→
(
1 θ
0 1
)
= αD (−θ/2) (4.48)
and the resulting matrix corresponds to the one parametric subgroup of dualities (3.13),
(3.14).
4.4 Possible generalization of Special Galileon duality
In this subsection we will discuss one possible generalization of the Special Galileon duality.
Originally this kind of transformation has been discussed by Noller, Sivanesan and von Strauss
in [37]. Though this transformation is apparently a nontrivial symmetry of a two parameter
family of Galileon actions, it can be shown, that such a family is in some sense trivial being
dual (with respect to the duality (3.10), (3.11)) to the free theory with tadpole term. Here
we give a coset space formulation of this generalized symmetry and construct the invariant
actions as the appropriate manifestly invariant Wess-Zumino terms (2.16).
Let us try to generalize the duality (4.29) and assume the following coordinate transfor-
mation on the coset space
Z+µθ = Z
+µ
Z−µθ = Z
−µ +
2θ
a
Gµµ1µ2...µN−1Z+µ1Z
+
µ2 . . . Z
+
µN−1
φθ = φ+
a
8
(
Z+ − Z−)2 − a
8
(
Z+θ − Z−θ
)2 − θ
N
Gµ1µ2...µNZ+µ1Z
+
µ2 . . . Z
+
µN , (4.49)
where as above
Z± = x± 1
a
L, (4.50)
and where Gµµ1µ2...µN−1 is general totally symmetric traceless tensor. Again, it is an easy
exercise to show that such a transformation preserves the IHC (see Appendix B, let us note
that for the invariance of IHC, Gµ1µ2...µN need not to be traceless), i.e.
[ωA]θ = ω. (4.51)
Therefore (4.49) generates a consistent transformation of the Galileon field. The obvious
(though trivial; see Appendix D) candidate for invariant Galileon action can be constructed
form the manifestly invariant D + 1 form Ω+defined in the previous section (cf (4.31))
Ω+ = εµ1µ2...µDωA ∧ dZ+µ1 ∧ dZ+µ2 . . . ∧ dZ+µD (4.52)
and coincides with S+ (a, c+) introduced there. However, the analogous form Ω
− is not
invariant under (4.49) and we cannot therefore combine it with Ω+in order to get nontrivial
action analogous to S (ia,−ib).
Another less obvious invariant action can be constructed form the D + 1 form
ΩL ≡ εµ1µ2...µD−1νωA ∧ dZ+µ1 ∧ dZ+µ2 . . . ∧ dZ+µD−1 ∧ dLν
= (−1)D−1
D−1∑
n=0
(
D − 1
n
)
1
an
ω
(n+2)
D+1 . (4.53)
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The form ΩL transforms under (4.49) as[
ΩL
]
θ
= εµ1µ2...µD−1ν [ωA]θ ∧ dZ+µ1θ ∧ dZ+µ2θ . . . ∧ dZ
+µD−1
θ ∧ dLνθ
= εµ1µ2...µD−1νωA ∧ dZ+µ1 ∧ dZ+µ2 . . . ∧ dZ+µD−1
∧ (dLν − θ (N − 1)G (Z+)ν
α
dZ+α
)
(4.54)
where we have used
Lνθ = L
ν − θGµµ1µ2...µN−1Z+µ1Z+µ2 . . . Z+µN−1 , (4.55)
and where we abreviated
G
(
Z+
)µν
= Gµνα1α2...αN−2Z+α1Z
+
α2 . . . Z
+
αN−2 . (4.56)
Note that
εµ1µ2...µD−1νdZ
+µ1 ∧ dZ+µ2 . . .∧ dZ+µD−1 ∧ dZ±α = 1
D
δαν εµ1µ2...µDdZ
+µ1 ∧ dZ+µ2 . . .∧ dZ+µ
(4.57)
and thus[
ΩL
]
θ
= ΩL − θ (N − 1)
D
G
(
Z+
)ν
ν
εµ1µ2...µDdZ
+µ1 ∧ dZ+µ2 . . . ∧ dZ+µD . (4.58)
Therefore for traceless Gµ1µ2...µN the form ΩL is invariant wirh respect to (4.49). Unfortu-
nately, the action
SL =
∫
BD+1
ΩL|IHC =
∫
dDx
D+1∑
n=2
dLn (a)Ln, (4.59)
where
dLn (a) =
(−1)D−1
n
(
D − 1
n− 2
)
1
an−2
, (4.60)
can be shown to be dual to free theory [37]. Indeed, as we show in Appendix D, under the
duality transformation (3.10), (3.11) with matrix M = αD (σ) (see (3.13)), we transform
dLn (a) into
dLn (a)σ =
(−1)D−1
D
1
n
(
D
n− 1
)(
1
a
− 2θ
)n−2
. (4.61)
Moreover, this transformation with σ = 1/2a (converting SL to the free theory) transforms
at the same time the action S+(a, c+) into the trivial tadpole action S1(a, c+) (see (4.36) ).
The physical content of any linear combinations of the invariant actions S+(a, c+) and S
L is
therefore trivial.
Infinitesimal version of the transformation (4.49) reads after using the the inverse Higgs
constraint
xµθ = x
µ +
θ
a
Gµµ1µ2...µN−1
(
xµ1 +
1
a
∂µ1φ (x)
)
. . .
(
xµN−1 +
1
a
∂µN−1φ (x)
)
φθ (xθ) = φ (x)− θ
N
Gµ1µ2...µN
(
xµ1 +
1
a
∂µ1φ (x)
)
. . .
(
xµN +
1
a
∂µNφ (x)
)
+
θ
a
∂µ1φ (x)G
µ1µ2...µN
(
xµ1 +
1
a
∂µ1φ (x)
)
. . .
(
xµN +
1
a
∂µNφ (x)
)
, (4.62)
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or
φθ (x) = φ (x)− θ
N
Gµ1µ2...µN
(
xµ1 +
1
a
∂µ1φ (x)
)
. . .
(
xµN +
1
a
∂µNφ (x)
)
. (4.63)
In the latter form we recognize the “extended Galileon symmetry” of Noller, Sivanesan and
von Strauss discussed in [37] which (as disussed there and as we have shown here) is in fact
dual to the traceless polynomial shift symmetry of the free theory with tadpole.
5 Geometrical origin of the Special Galileon
In this Section we give an alternative geometrical treatment of the symmetries and dualities
discussed above. We will show that, using the complex coordinates (4.1) introduced in the
previous section, it is possible, at least formally, to construct the Galileon Lagrangian in a
way analogous to the DBI one using the probe brane in higher dimensional space. Within
this approach we can interpret the Galileon field as a scalar degree of freedom describing
fluctuations of appropriately chosen D−dimensional brane in 2D dimensional space. The
latter has a pseudo-riemannian metric with signature (2, 2D−2) and can be formally treated as
a complexified Minkowski space. Within such framework, the Galileon linear shift symmetry
(2.1) as well as the symmetry (4.8) of the Special Galileon originate from the symmetries
of the target space and their non-linear character is a consequence of gauge fixing of the
reparametrization freedom describing the embedding of the brane. This construction can
be easily repeated for the real coordinates (4.28) and the transformations (4.29) by means
of appropriate analytic continuation. Such an approach to Special Galileon, though purely
formal, will be useful for construction of the higher order Lagrangians which are necessary as
countertems when the theory is treated on the quantum level.
Let us first describe the target space. Assume aD−dimensional complex spaceMD
C
= CD
with coordinates
Z = X +
i
α
L, Z = X − i
α
L, (5.1)
where Xµ and Lµ are real coordinates and α is fixed real parameter (cf. (4.1)). Let us equip
MD
C
and with a hermitean form h defined as
h = ηµνdZ
µ ⊗ dZµ. (5.2)
The real part of this form defines a metric with signature (2, 2(D − 1)) on MD
C
treated as a
real 2D dimensional space
ds2 = dZ · dZ = ηµν
(
dXµdXν +
1
α2
dLµdLν
)
, (5.3)
while the imaginary part of h generates a symplectic Ka¨hler form
ω =
i
2
ηµνdZ
µ ∧ dZµ = 1
α
ηµνdX
µ ∧ dLν . (5.4)
All the above forms are invariant with respect to the transformations16
Z ′µ = RµνZ
ν +Aµ, (5.5)
16Transformation of Z is defined by means of complex conjugation.
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where the rotation matrix Rµν ∈ U(1,D − 1), i.e. it satisfies
R+ · η ·R = η, (5.6)
and the complex vector A = c + iαb ∈ CD corresponds to a translation in MDC. These
transformations form a group CD ⋊ U(1,D − 1) which can be understood as a complex
generalization of the Poincare´ group ISO(1,D − 1) = RD ⋊O(1,D − 1), which is its natural
real subgroup.
As an analoque of the DBI probe brane, we assume a D−dimensional real Minkowski
manifold MD
R
embedded into MD
C
. The embedding is parametrized by real parameters ξµ,
µ = 0, . . . D − 1
Zµ = Zµ (ξ) = Xµ (ξ) +
i
α
Lµ (ξ) (5.7)
and we put additional constraint on the functions Zµ (ξ), namely we require that the Ka¨hler
form vanishes17 on the brane18 MD
R
ω|MD
R
= 0. (5.8)
Explicitly we get
∂Z
∂ξµ
· ∂Z
∂ξν
=
∂Z
∂ξµ
· ∂Z
∂ξν
(5.9)
or using the real coordinates
∂X
∂ξµ
· ∂L
∂ξν
=
∂L
∂ξµ
· ∂X
∂ξν
(5.10)
Let us note, that this constraint is invariant with respect to the transformations (5.5). On
the brane MD
R
we get a real induced metric
ds2 = ηαβ
∂Zα
∂ξµ
∂Z
β
∂ξν
dξµdξν ≡ gµνdξµdξν . (5.11)
Because both the target space metric (5.3) and the constraint (5.9) are invariant with respect
to (5.5), the geometrical reparametrization invariant actions built from the induced metric on
MD
R
, the corresponding covariant derivatives and the intrinsic and external curvatures will
share the invariance (5.5) too (see [7, 38] for the detailed description the brane construction
of effective actions and for discussion of their symmetry properties).
Now we shall identify the Galileon as a scalar degree of freedom which effectively describes
the fluctuations of the braneMD
C
in the target space. We shall proceed in the way completely
analogous to the construction of the DBI-like actions. Let us first fix the gauge freedom
corresponding to the reparametrization invariance and introduce new coordinates xµ on the
brane according to
xµ = Xµ (ξ) . (5.12)
In such parametrization the embedding simplifies to
Xµ (x) = xµ, Lµ = Lµ(x). (5.13)
The fluctuations of the brane are then effectively described by fields Lµ (x) living on it. How-
ever, we have to impose the additional constraint (5.9) which further reduces the number of
17Such submanifolds are known as the Lagrangian submanifolds.
18Here and in what follows we borrow the terminology from the DBI case.
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effective degrees of freedom. Using the parametrization (5.12), the constraint (5.10) simplifies
to the integrability condition for the field Lµ (x) = ηµαL
α(x), namely
∂νLµ = ∂µLν , (5.14)
(here and in what follows, ∂µ = ∂/∂x
µ) and as a consequence there exists φ(x) such that
Lµ (x) = ∂µφ (x) . (5.15)
In this gauge we have therefore the embeding of the brane described as
Xµ (x) = xµ, Lµ (x) = ηµν∂νφ (x) . (5.16)
Similarly to the case of DBI, we are left with one degree of freedom, which is nothing else but
the Galileon. To show this, let us discuss the transformation properties of φ (x) with respect
to the transformations (5.5). Let us note, that the gauge condition (5.13) is not invariant
under (5.5). As a consequence, it is necessary to combine the target space transformation with
additional gauge transformation in order to ensure the gauge fixing of the form of (5.16) also
for the transformed brane. As a result, the field φ (x) will generally transform non-linearly
under (5.5).
Let us first note that there is a residual symmetry
φ′ (x) = φ (x) + a, (5.17)
which leaves the brane parametrization (5.16) invariant. The configurations of the brane
are therefore parametrized rather by means of the equivalence classes [φ] = {φ+ a, a ∈ R}
modulo this symmetry. This means that the realization of the transformations (5.5) on the
field φ (x) described in what follows are unique only up to the constant shift of the field.
Under the complex translation the brane coordinates transform according to
Z ′µ = Zµ +
(
cµ +
i
α
bµ
)
, (5.18)
and thus the parameters xµ shift by aµ while the fields Lµ (x) shift by bµ, explicitly
X ′µ (x) = xµ + cµ, L
′µ (x) = ηµν∂νφ (x) + b
µ = ηµν∂ν [φ (x) + b · x] . (5.19)
Let us define new parameters for the shifted brane
x′µ = xµ + cµ, (5.20)
and define transformed field φ′ (x′) as
φ′
(
x′
)
= φ (x) + b · x. (5.21)
Using ∂′ν = ∂νwe get
L
′′µ
(
x′
) ≡ L′µ (x(x′)) = ηµν∂′νφ′ (x′) , (5.22)
and with the new field φ′ (x′) the gauge (5.16) is preserved. Therefore the complex translation
is a combination of the space-time translation and the Galileon transformation corresponding
to the linear shift of the Galileon field. The latter corresponds to the purely imaginary shift.
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Let us now write the general U(1,D − 1) rotation Rµν in the form
R = exp (M+ iG) = Λ + iU, (5.23)
where Λ and U are real matrices and M and G are real generators. The latter satisfy
ηµρMρν + ηνρMρµ = 0 (5.24)
ηµρGρν − ηνρGρµ = 0 (5.25)
We get then for the transformed brane
X ′µ (x) = Λµνx
ν − 1
α
UµνL
ν (x) = Λµνx
ν − 1
α
Uµνη
νρ∂ρφ (x) (5.26)
L
′µ (x) =
1
α
ΛµνL
ν (x) + Uµνx
ν =
1
α
Λµνη
µν∂νφ (x) + U
µ
νx
ν . (5.27)
For U = 0 the matrices Λ = expM ∈ O(1,D − 1) form a subgroup of U(1,D − 1) and the
above transformation reduces to the Lorentz transformation with respect to which the field
φ (x) transforms as a scalar. Indeed, after reparametrization
x′µ = Λµνx
ν , (5.28)
we immediately see that the new field φ′ (x′) where
φ′
(
x′
)
= φ (x) , (5.29)
preserves the gauge condition (5.16). The remaining nontrivial transformations R = exp iG
are generated by matrices Gρν satisfying (5.25), i.e. they are of the form (4.5). According to
the results of the previous section we can identify them with the hidden duality transformation
discussed there. The compensating gauge transformation corresponds to the reparametriza-
tion
x′µ = Λµνx
ν − 1
α
UµνL
ν (x) = Λµνx
ν − 1
α
Uµνη
νλ∂λφ (x) , (5.30)
where Λ = Re exp iG and U = Imexp iG and the transformation of the field
φ′
(
x′
)
= φ (x)− 1
2
x · ∂φ (x)
+
1
2
ηµν
(
Λµρx
ρ − 1
α
Uµρη
ρα∂αφ (x)
)(
1
α
Λνση
σβ∂βφ (x) + U
ν
σx
σ
)
, (5.31)
are exactly equivalent to (4.8) by construction. Because the latter transformation preserves
the IHC, the gauge fixing condition (5.16) is preserved as a consequence.
To conclude, the Galileon field can be formally understood as a scalar degree of freedom
describing fluctuations of the D dimensional Lagrangian brane in 2D−dimensional real space
R
2,2D−2 treated as a Ka¨hler manifold. The symmetries and dualities of the special Galileon
can be explained as non-linear realization of the target space symmetry group CD⋊U(1,D−1).
Its real subgroup R1,D−1⋊O(1,D−1) corresponds to the Poincare´ symmetry ISO(1,D−1) on
the brane. Only O(1,D− 1) subgroup is realized linearly and the linear shift transformations
of the Galileon correspond to the pure imaginary translation in the target space.
Note however, that within the target space symmetry group, the generators of real and
imaginary translation commute which is not the case of the generators Pµ and Bµ of Poincare´
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translations and the linear shift transformations of the Galileon filed respectively. Let us
remind (see (2.3)), that [Pµ, Bµ] = iηµνA where A is the generator of the residual constant
shift symmetry transformation φ→ φ+a (see (5.17)). However, as explained above, the brane
configurations are classes of equivalence modulo this constant shifts and on such classes the
generator A acts trivially, so that Pµ and Bµ effectively commute.
6 Brane construction of the leading order Lagrangian
Let us now show how to obtain the lowest order special Galileon action within the above
framework. It is natural to look for such an action in the form19
S0 = C0
∫
MD
R
λ+ h.c. (6.1)
where C ∈ C is a complex normalization constant and λ is appropriate D−form on the target
space with as much symmetry as possible with respect to the target space symmetry group.
Of course, because the basic Galileon Lagrangian is a Wess-Zumino term, we cannot expect
that λ will be completely CD ⋊ U(1,D − 1) symmetric.
Natural building blocks for construction of such form λ are the holomorphic and antiholo-
morphic D−forms dDZ and dDZ restricted to the brane, where (cf. (4.12) and (4.15))
dDZ ≡ 1
D!
εµ1µ2...µDdZ
µ1 ∧ dZµ2 . . . ∧ dZµD (6.2)
dDZ ≡ 1
D!
εµ1µ2...µDdZ
µ1 ∧ dZµ2 . . . ∧ dZµD . (6.3)
As we already know, these forms are invariant under CD⋊SU(1,D−1) and under the general
target space symmetry (5.5) they take up a phase detR and detR+ respectively. However,
because dDZ and dDZ are exact, e.g.
dDZ =
1
D
d (σ · Z) , (6.4)
where
σµ =
1
(D − 1)!εµµ1...µD−1dZ
µ1 ∧ dZµ2 . . . ∧ dZµD−1, (6.5)
the simplest candidate of the invariant Lagrangian, namely LdDx = dDZ|MD
R
, is a total
derivative.
Another possible building block is the Ka¨hler potential
K = 1
2
Z · Z (6.6)
which is invariant with respect to the homogenous subgroup U(1,D−1) but not with respect
to the translations. Nevertheless let us construct the SU(1,D − 1) invariant D−form λ
λ = 2KdDZ = 1
D!
εµ1µ2...µDZ · ZdZµ1 ∧ dZµ2 . . . ∧ dZµD , (6.7)
19Writing the action as S0 and denoting the coupling constant as C0 we anticipate the more systematic
notation for the higher order terms explained in the next section.
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which transforms under translations Z ′µ = Zµ+ Aµ according to
λ′ = Z ′ · Z ′dDZ ′ = λ+ Z · AdDZ +A · ZdDZ +A · AdDZ. (6.8)
Thus the induced Lagrangian on the brane apparently breaks the Poincare´ translations as
well as the linear Galileon shift. However, it can be easily verified20 that the following relation
holds
A · ZdDZ + Z ·AdDZ +A ·AdDZ
= d
[
1
D + 1
Z · A σ · Z + 1
D − 1
(
A · Z σ · Z − Z · Z σ · A)+ 1
D
A ·A σ · Z
]
+
2i
D − 1ω ∧A · ρ · Z, (6.9)
where σµ is given by (6.5), ω is the Ka¨hler for (5.4) and we abbreviated
ρµν =
1
(D − 2)!εµνµ1...µD−2dZ
µ1 ∧ dZµ2 . . . ∧ dZµD−2 . (6.10)
Therefore λ is invariant with respect to the complex translation modulo exact form and an
additional term proportional to the Ka¨hler form ω. The latter vanishes by definition when
restricted to the brane and thus the integral of the form λ over the brane MD
R
is invariant
with respect to the special Galileon symmetry up to the phase detR. The same is true for
the complex cojugated form λ = Z ·ZdDZ. Let us therefore assume the following real action
defined as
S0 =
∫
MD
R
[
C0λ+C
∗
0λ
]
=
∫
L0dDx. (6.11)
The individual terms of the corresponding Lagrangian L0 have the right number of derivatives
per field (namely n∂ − nx = 2nφ − 2)21 as is required for the basic Galileon Lagrangian and
we therefore expect that SC,C∗ can be identified with the special Galileon action discussed in
the previous section. Indeed, using the explicit expressions for the form dDZ|MD
R
in terms of
the Galileon field
dDZ|MD
R
=
1
D!
εµ1...µDεν1...νD
D∑
n=0
(
D
n
)(
i
α
)n n∏
i=1
∂µi∂νiφ
D∏
j=n+1
ηµjνjd
Dx, (6.12)
performing integration by parts and setting
C0 = − i
4
α2 (D − 1)!eiβ (6.13)
we reproduce the action (4.22).
20Here we use formula (6.4) and
dZµ ∧ σν = δ
µ
ν d
DZ.
0 = ηαβεµ1...µD − ηαµ1εβµ2...µD + . . .+ (−1)
D ηαµD εβµ1...µD−1
21Having in mind integration by parts, we count here each explicit xµ as “inverse derivative“.
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7 Higher order building blocks
Once we have established the basic (lowest order) action, we can proceed further and try to
construct possible higher order Lagrangians. These are necessary as countertems when the
theory is treated on the quantum level. In this section we will restrict ourselves to the case of
the Special Galileon S(α, 0) and S(ia, 0) where α and a are real parameters. Apparently only
such theories have a well defined quantum version because for β 6= 0 or b 6= 0 the Lagrangians
(4.17) and (4.40 ) contain nonzero tadpole term L1 which makes the perturbation theory
ill-defined. In what follows we take α real, the case α = ia can be obtained in a similar way
(see Section 9 for details).
The possible counterterms have to share the symmetry of the basic Lagrangian, i.e. the
symmetry with respect to the transformations (4.8), (4.29) with traceless G. In order to
find such symmetric counterterms we need therefore to construct their basic building blocks
which are either invariant or have appropriate covariant transformation properties under (4.8)
and (4.29). In the previous section we have introduced the geometrical interpretation of the
special Galileon, which allows us to use the well established machinery of the probe brane
construction. Here this approach gives us the invariants with respect to the special Galileon
symmetry.
The basic object of such a construction is the induced effective metric on the brane
ds2 = dZ · dZ|MD
R
≡ gµνdxµdxν
where explicitly
gµν = ηµν +
1
α2
∂µ∂φ · ∂∂νφ. (7.1)
As a consequence of the invariance of ds2 = dZ · dZ with respect to the target space sym-
metries, the induced metric on the brane is invariant with respect to transformations (5.20),
(5.21) and (5.30), (5.31). Therefore the change of gµν under these symmetries reduces to a
covariant formula
g′µν
(
x′
)
= gαβ (x)
∂xα
∂x′µ
∂xβ
∂x′ν
. (7.2)
Diffeomorphism invariants constructed from gµν are thus automatically invariant with respect
to the transformations (4.8), without any restrictions to G (i.e. G need not to be traceless).
Let us now give a list of basic building blocks for construction of such invariants.
The inverse metric gµν is represented as an infinite series 22
gµν = ηµν +
∞∑
n=1
(−1)n
α2n
∂µ∂φ · (∂∂φ · ∂∂φ)·(n−1) · ∂∂νφ. (7.3)
22In this and in the following formulas, the dot means contraction of the Lorentz indices according to the
flat metric ηµν , i.e. not with gµν . The symbol (∂∂φ · ∂∂φ)
·n denotes n-th matrix power of ∂µ∂φ · ∂∂νφ. For
example, the n = 2 term on the RHS of (7.3) reads in detail
−
1
α6
∂µ∂µ1φ∂
µ1∂µ2φ∂
µ2∂µ3φ∂
µ3∂νφ
where
∂α∂βφ = η
ασ∂σ∂βφ.
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It is an easy exercise to calculate the other related objects, namely the Christoffel symbols of
the second kind
Γρσµ =
1
2
(∂µgρσ + ∂σgρµ − ∂ρgσµ) = 1
α2
∂µ∂σ∂φ · ∂∂ρφ, (7.4)
and the Riemann tensor
Rαβµν =
1
2
(∂β∂µgαν + ∂α∂νgβµ − ∂α∂µgβν − ∂β∂νgαµ) + gρσ (ΓρβµΓσαν − ΓρβνΓσαµ)
=
1
α2
gρσ (∂β∂ν∂ρφ∂σ∂µ∂αφ− ∂α∂ν∂ρφ∂σ∂µ∂βφ) , (7.5)
where we have used (7.3).
Other building blocks are the components of the extrinsic curvature Kaµν and the twist
connection βbµa. These structures are defined with help of the basis of tangent vectors e
A
ν and
normal vectors nAa to the brane (see [7] for a general construction) as
eBµ∇BeAν = ΓρµνeAρ −KaµνnAa (7.6)
eBµ∇BnAa = βbµanAb +K νaµ eAν . (7.7)
Here the capital latin letters A ≡ (α, β) , . . .corespond to the target space indices with respect
to the coordinates Y A ≡ (Xα, Lβ), small latin letters a, b, . . . denote the D−bein index of the
normal space to the brane, the greek letters µ, ν, . . . refer to the coordinates xµ on the brane
and23 ∇A = ∂A. The tangent vectors eµ are given as24
eAµ =
∂Y A
∂xµ
=
(
δαµ , η
βν∂µ∂νφ
)
, (7.8)
while the normal vectors have to satisfy the orhogonality conditions
GABn
A
a n
B
b = ηab, GABn
A
a e
B
β = 0, (7.9)
where GAB = diag
(
ηαβ,
(
1/α2
)
ηδγ
)
is the target space metric in the coordinates Y A ≡(
Xα, Lβ
)
. TheD−bein of the normal vectors nAa can be constructed using theD−dimensional
vectors ma satisfying
gαβm
α
am
β
b = ηab, η
abmαam
β
b = g
αβ . (7.10)
In terms of these vectors we obtain
nAa =
(
− 1
α
∂α∂φ ·ma, αmβa
)
. (7.11)
Note however, that the constraint (7.10) does not fix the vectors ma unambiguously. There
is a freedom which allows us to redefine the D−bein using a local Lorentz transformation
acting on the small Latin indices
m′a = Λ
b
a mb, Λ
c
a ηcdΛ
d
b = ηab. (7.12)
23Note that the target space is flat.
24In a more detailed notation
eµ =
∂
∂Xµ
+ ηβν∂µ∂νφ
∂
∂Lβ
.
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This give rise to additional gauge invariance of the construction we have to take care of. The
twist connection βbµa takes a role of the compensating gauge field corresponding to this gauge
transformation.
Introducing a dual basis eµA and n
a
A
eµAe
A
ν = δ
µ
ν , n
a
An
A
b = δ
a
b , n
a
Ae
A
µ = n
A
a e
µ
A = 0, e
A
µ e
µ
B + n
A
a n
a
B = δ
A
B , (7.13)
explicitly
eµA = g
µσ
(
ησα,
1
α2
∂σ∂βφ
)
, naA =
1
α
ηab (−mb · ∂∂αφ, ηβσmσb ) , (7.14)
we can express Kaµν and β
b
µa as follows
Kaµν = −naAeBµ∇BeAν = −
1
α
ηabmb · ∂∂µ∂νφ (7.15)
βbµa = n
b
Ae
B
µ∇BnAa = ηbc
(
mαc gαβ∂µm
β
a +
1
α2
mc · ∂∂φ · ∂∂µ∂φ ·mα
)
. (7.16)
and K νaµ = ηabg
νσKbµσ . Under the gauge transformation (7.12) these objects transform as
(cf. (7.10))
K ν′aµ = Λ
b
a K
ν
bµ (7.17)
β′µab = ηacβ
c′
µb = Λ
c
a Λ
d
b βµcd +Λ
c
a ηcd∂µΛ
d
b , (7.18)
while under the duality transformation (4.8) they transform covariantly as tensors with cor-
responding Greek indices.
However, not all these objects are in fact independent. Note that as a consequence of
(7.10) we get independently on the choice of ma
ηabK
a
µαK
b
νβ =
1
α2
∂µ∂α∂ρφg
ρσ∂σ∂ν∂βφ, (7.19)
and thus (see (7.5)) we get the Gauss formula
Rαβµν = ηab
(
KaµαK
b
νβ −KaµβKbνα
)
, (7.20)
which is valid in this form for the flat target space. Also, the curvature of the twist connection
ϕaµνb = ∂µβ
a
νb − ∂νβaµb + βaµcβcνb − βaνcβcµb (7.21)
can be expressed in terms of the extrinsic curvature using the flat target space form of the
Ricci equation
ϕaµνb = g
ρσηbc
(
KaµρK
c
νσ −KaνρKcµσ
)
. (7.22)
Finally, we get also the Codazzi equation in the form
DµK
a
να −DνKaµα = 0. (7.23)
Here the covariant derivative Dµ acts also on the D−bein index as
DµK
a
να = ∂µK
a
να − ΓσµνKaσα − ΓσµαKaνσ + βaµbKbνα, (7.24)
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and analogically for other objects carrying the small Latin indices. We can e.g. easily verify,
that the vectors ma are covariantly constat
Dµm
α
a = ∂µm
α
a + Γ
α
µνm
ν
a − βbµamαb = 0. (7.25)
Note that, using an expansion
(1 + x)−1/2 =
∞∑
n=0
(
1
2 − n
)
n
n!
xn, (7.26)
where (a)n = Γ (a+ n) /Γ (a) is the Pochammer symbol, a particular solution of the con-
straints (7.10) can be formally written in terms of an infinite series
mαa = η
αβ
(
ηaβ +
∞∑
n=1
(
1
2 − n
)
n
n!
1
α2n
[(∂∂φ)·n]aβ
)
. (7.27)
This choice of ma corresponds to a particular gauge fixing of the local O(1,D− 1) invariance
(7.12).
The last building blocks are the invariant measures on the brane. In the previous section
we have discussed the forms dDZ and dDZ which are invariant under (4.8) up to the phase.
From the induced metric gµν we can construct strictly invariant volume element
dDx
√
|det (gµν)| = dDx
∣∣∣∣det(∂Zα∂xµ
)∣∣∣∣ ≡√dDZdDZ. (7.28)
After some algebra we get
√
dDZdDZ = dDx
∞∑
M=0
(
− 1
α2
)M ∞∑
N=0
1
N !
∑
ni≥1,
∑N
j=1 nj=M
N∏
k=1
(
− 1
2nk
ηαβ
[
(∂∂φ)·2nk
]
αβ
)
.
(7.29)
This finishes our list of the basic building block of the higher order Lagrangians.
All these object can be vizualized and easily manipulated using an efficient graphical
representation developed in [18]. Each field φ is represented with a point and the derivative
∂µ acting on φ is depicted as a line starting at the point representing φ and carrying a
corresponding Lorentz index µ. The flat metric ηµν is drawn as line with indices µ, ν and
contraction of the Lorentz indices is then represented as an internal line connecting the points
adjacent to the contracted derivatives. Also integration by parts can be visualized within the
graphical language: one simply disconnect one end of a chosen line from the corresponding
point and the free end of this line attaches successively to all other points in the graph.
The sum of resulting graphs is then taken with additional minus sign. The basic graphical
rules as well as simple examples of their application are shown in figure 1. The graphical
representation of inverse metric and the Riemann tensor are then depicted in figures 2 and 3.
8 Higher order Lagrangians
Having established the basic building blocks, let us proceed to the construction of the higher
order Lagrangians. According to the general prescription for the probe brane action [7, 38],
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≡ ∂µ1∂µ2 . . . ∂µnφµ1
µn
µ2
(a) (b) (c)
µ ν ≡ ηµν
≡ ∂µ∂nuφ∂µ∂nuφ ≡ ∂µ∂µφ
Figure 1: The rules for graphical description of the invariant Lagrangians. The basic graphical
building block correspond to (a) while simple examples are depicted as (b) and (c).
gµν ≡
µ ν
≡ (−1)n
α2n
+ Σ∞n=1=
µ ν µ ν
n
µ ν
n ( )
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(n−1) times
µ ν
Figure 2: The graphical representation of the inverse effective metric gµν .
the most general case can be written in the form
Sinv =
∫
MD
R
dDZLZ +
∫
MD
R
dDZLZ +
∫
MD
R
√
dDZdDZLZZ . (8.1)
Here the functions LZ , LZ ≡ L∗Z and LZZ = L∗ZZ are difeomorphism invariants and invariants
with respect to the local gauge transformation (7.12) constructed from the building blocks
listed in the previous section and their covariant derivatives. The action Sinv is then invariant
with respect to the transformations (4.8) with traceless Gµν and form-invariant (i.e. invariant
up to a change of couplings) for general Gµν .
Thanks to the Gauss-Codazzi formulae (7.20) and (7.22), it is sufficient to use only the
extrinsic curvatureKaµν , its covariant derivatives and theD−beinmαa . The invariants are then
obtained contracting the Greek indices of such building blocks with respect to the induced
metric gµν and its inverse g
µν , while the small Latin indices have to be contracted using the
flat metric ηab. Because ma is the D−bein with respect to the induced metric gµν , we can
convert freely the Greek indices into small Latin indices and vice versa. For instance, instead
of Kaµν we can use solely the following rank-three tensor Kαµν
Kαµν = gαβmβaKaµν = −
1
α
∂α∂µ∂νφ, (8.2)
and its covariant derivatives as the basic building blocks. In terms of Kαµν the Gauss formula
reads (see figures 4 and 3)
Rαβµν = g
ρσ (KρµαKσνβ −KρµβKσνα) . (8.3)
8.1 Hierarchy of the countertems
Before giving some explicit examples of the higher order actions, let us briefly comment on
the hierarchy of the counterterms. As explained in [21], in the Galileon theories the higher
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Rαβµν =
1
α2
(
β
)−
βα
µ ν
α
ν µ
Figure 3: The graphical representation of the Riemann tensor Rµναβ . The blob represents
the inverse metric gρσ (cf. Fig. 2).
Kαµν = − 1α
µ
ν
α
µ
ν
αΓαµν =
1
α2
Figure 4: The graphical representation of the extrinsic curvature Kαµν and the Christoffel
symbol Γαµν .
order Lagrangians with n∂ derivatives and nφ fields can be classified according to the index
δ where
δ = n∂ − 2nφ + 2. (8.4)
In what follows we will denote therefore the higher order actions and Lagrangians as Sδ and
Lδ respectively in order to indicate the index of their vertices. While all the terms of the
basic Lagrangian have δ = 0, the indices of the countertems which are necessary to cancel
UV divergences of the graph with L loops and vertices Vi with indices δi in D spacetime
dimensions are [21]
δCT = (D + 2)L+
∑
i
δi. (8.5)
Therefore the first Lagrangians which are renormalized by loop corrections has index δ =
D + 2.
The assignment of the index δ to a concrete term in the Lagrangian is easy. Note that√
dDZdDZ, dDZ and dDZ depend only on second derivatives of φ and therefore they do not
contribute to δ at all. The same is true for gµν , gµν , while each Kαµν as well as each covariant
derivative Dµ increases δ by one. As a result
δ = nK + nD + 2 (8.6)
where nK is number of Kαµν and nD is number of covariant derivatives. In what follows we
will discuss several lowest δ actions in more detail.
8.2 Lagrangians with δ = 2
Let us start with the action S2. Because, unlike d
DZ and dDZ, the invariant volume element√
dDZdDZ is not trivial when integrated over the brane, the next to lowest action with δ = 2,
i.e. with n∂ = 2nφ derivatives, can be constructed as
S2 = B2
∫
MD
R
√
dDZdDZ. (8.7)
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dDZ = dDx[1 + i
α
− 1
2α2
( − )
− i
6α3
( + 2 − 3 ) + O(φ4)]
Figure 5: The measure dDZ in terms of the Galileon field.
√
dDZdDZ¯ = dDx[1 + 1
2α2
− 1
2α4
+ 1
8α4 +O(φ
6)]
Figure 6: The measure
√
dDZdDZ¯ in terms of the Galileon field.
Such a term is unique up to a real constant B2 and corresponds to the cosmological constant
term for the induced metric gµν . Using (7.29) we get explicitly
L2 = B2
√
|det (gµν)| = B2
[
1 +
1
2α2
〈∂∂φ · ∂∂φ〉
− 1
2α4
〈∂∂φ · ∂∂φ · ∂∂φ · ∂∂φ〉+ 1
8α4
〈∂∂φ · ∂∂φ〉2 +O (φ6)] . (8.8)
Here and in what follows we abreviated by 〈.〉 a trace of rank two Minkowski tensor with
respect to the flat metric ηµν . The action S2 introduces a higher order kinetic term as well as
an infinite tower of related interaction terms. The constant B2 is not renormalized by loop
corrections in any dimensions.
8.3 Lagrangians with δ = 4
Next invariant action correspond to δ = 4, i.e. n∂ = 2nφ + 2. There are three idependent
invariants I(j)4 j = 1, 2, 3 with nK+nD = 2 available for the construction of LZ , LZ and LZZ ,
namely (see Fig.7 for graphical representation)
I(1)4 = gαβgµνgρσKαµνKβρσ =
1
α2
gαβgµνgρσ∂α∂µ∂νφ∂β∂ρ∂σφ (8.9)
I(2)4 = gαβgµρgνσKαµνKβρσ =
1
α2
gαβgµρgνσ∂α∂µ∂νφ∂β∂ρ∂σφ (8.10)
I(3)4 = gαβgµνDαKβµν =
1√|g|∂α
(
|g| gαβKβµνgµν
)
= − 1
α
gαβgµν∂α∂β∂µ∂νφ+
1
α3
gρσ
(
gαβgµν + 2gαµgβν
)
∂α∂β∂φ · ∂∂ρφ∂σ∂µ∂νφ,
(8.11)
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I(1)4 = 1α2 I(2)4 = 1α2
I(3)4 = − 1α +
1
α3
+ 2
α3
Figure 7: The three independent invariants for construction of the general δ = 4 Lagrangian.
The blob corresponds to the inverse metric tensor (see Fig.2)
where g = det (gµν). From these building blocks we get five independent Lagrangian terms,
namely25
S4 =
∫
MD
R
√
dDZdDZ
2∑
i=1
B
(i)
4 I(i)4
+
(−1)D−1
2
∫
MD
R
dDZ
3∑
i=1
C
(i)
4 I(i)4 +
(−1)D−1
2
∫
MD
R
dDZ
3∑
i=1
C
(i)∗
4 I(i)4 . (8.12)
Here the coupling constants B
(i)
4 are real while C
(i)
4 are generally complex. These couplings
are not renormalized for D > 2 (cf. (8.5)). The first two terms are invariant under the
transformation (4.8), while the remaining two are only form-invariant. The couplings C
(i)
4
transform under (4.8) as
C
(i)
4 → C(i)4 detU (θ) . (8.13)
Using (7.3), (8.9), (8.10) and with help of (6.12) and (7.29) we obtain for the corresponding
Lagrangian L4 to the third order in φ (modulo integration by parts)
L4 = 1
α2
(
B
(1)
4 +B
(2)
4 +ReC
(1)
4 +ReC
(2)
4 − ImC(3)4
)
∂φ ·∂φ (8.14)
+
1
α3
[(
ImC
(1)
4 − ReC(3)4
)
∂φ ·∂φ+ ImC(2)4 〈∂∂∂φ : ∂∂∂φ〉
]
φ+O
(
φ4
)
.
We generate again a higher order kinetic term and an infinite tower of related interaction
terms starting with cubic one. The kinetic term vanishes for
B
(1)
4 +B
(2)
4 +ReC
(1)
4 +ReC
(2)
4 − ImC(3)4 = 0. (8.15)
25Note that
√
|g|I
(3)
4 is total derivative so that this tem is absent in S4. The factors (−1)
D−1 /2 are inserted
for further convenience.
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LΦ44 = χα4 ( + + + )
− ρ
2α4
− κ
2α4
Figure 8: The Lagrangian Lφ44 (in the case when the higher order kinetic term vanishes) after
integration by parts.
In such a case, the quartic term26 of the Lagrangian L4 reads up to a total derivative
Lφ44 =
χ
2α4
[6 〈∂∂∂φ : ∂∂∂φ · ∂∂φ · ∂∂φ〉 − 4 〈∂φ · ∂∂∂φ · ∂∂φ · ∂∂φ〉
−2∂φ · ∂∂φ · ∂∂φ ·∂φ+ (∂φ ·∂φ− 〈∂∂∂φ : ∂∂∂φ〉) 〈∂∂φ · ∂∂φ〉]
− ρ
2α4
(φ)2 ∂φ ·∂φ− κ
2α4
(φ)2 〈∂∂∂φ : ∂∂∂φ〉 , (8.16)
where χ = B
(1)
4 +ReC
(1)
4 − ImC(3)4 , ρ = ReC(1)4 − ImC(3)4 and κ = ReC(2)4 .
Let us note, that the quartic term Lφ44 is very special. Namely, it is invariant under the
quadratic shift φ→ φ+ δshiftθ φ, where
δshiftθ φ (x) = −
θ
2
α2Gµνxµxν ,
(
Gµµ = 0
)
. (8.17)
The reason is as follows. Note that δshiftθ φ (x) is a truncated version of the infinitesimal form
(4.27) of the symmetry (4.8) of the action S4 , namely
δθφ (x) = −θ
2
Gµν
(
α2xµxν + ∂µφ (x) ∂νφ (x)
)
,
(
Gµµ = 0
)
. (8.18)
Such a transformation converts a general Lagrangian term with nφ fields into terms with
nφ − 1 and nφ + 1 fields respectively. Symmetry of the complete action S4 under φ → φ+
δθφ therefore requires cancelations between such terms. For the the first two terms in the
action with lowest nφ = n
min
φ , n
min
φ + 1 there are no terms available for the cancelation of
the nφ − 1 part of their transforms. Because the latter appear as a result of the truncated
transformation φ → φ + δshiftθ φ, the first two terms with lowest nφ have to be invariant also
with respect to the quadtratic shift symmetry with traceles tensor parameter Gµν . For the
general action (8.14) this applies to the quadratic and cubic terms, for the case when (8.15)
holds and the quadratic term is absent, also the quartic term Lφ44 is invariant under quadratic
shift δshiftθ φ.
Using integration by parts it can be easily shown that Lφ44 can be rewritten as
Lφ44 =
χ
α4
(L1 + L2 + L3 + L4)
26The general quartic interaction term is rather lengthy and is given in the appendix.
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− ρ
2α4
(φ)2 ∂φ ·∂φ− κ
2α4
(φ)2 〈∂∂∂φ : ∂∂∂φ〉 , (8.19)
where Li have been introduced in [18] and are depicted in the figure 8 . In such a form Lφ
4
4 fits
into the classification of the polynomial shift symmetric Lagrangians performed in [19] and
[18]. The first term corresponds to the Lagrangian denoted in [18] as (P,N,∆) = (2, 4, 5),
where P is the order of the polynomial shift symmetry, N = nφ and ∆ = n∂/2 in terms
of our notation. It is invariant under δshiftθ φ even for G
µ
µ 6= 0. This behavior can be easily
understood within our construction. Note that such a term is present even for C
(i)
4 = 0,
when the condition (8.15) means B
(2)
4 = −B(1)4 . In such a case, the action S4 reduces as a
consequence of the Gauss formula (8.3) to the Einstein-Hilbert action for the induced metric
gµν
SR4 = B
(1)
4
√
|det (gµν)|R. (8.20)
As discussed above, it is invariant under (4.8) without any restriction on the symmetric tensor
Gµν .
The remaining two terms of the Lagrangian Lφ44 are both of the general form (φ)n
(
∂3φ
)2m
.
Such terms have been constructed in [19] as the basic interaction terms invariant with respect
to quadratic shift δshiftθ φ with traceless G
µν .
8.4 Lagrangians with δ ≥ 6 and a role of Lovelock invariants
The first Lagrangian Lδ which is renormalized by loop corrections in D = 4 dimensions (and
which is not renormalized for D > 4) corresponds to δ = 6, i.e. n∂ = 2nφ + 4. According to
(8.6) the invariants LZ , LZ and LZZ are linear combinations of the terms with nK+ nD = 4,
schematically
K4, DK3, D2K2, D3K. (8.21)
There is a large (but finite) number of combinations how to contract the indices of the above
structures with the inverse metric gµν ; we will not list them explicitly.
As discussed above, for each resulting independent Lagrangian, the first two terms with
with lowest nφ = n
min
φ , n
min
φ + 1 have to be invariant with respect to the quadratic shift
(8.17). Such terms (provided they are invariant also for Gµµ 6= 0, i.e. if they originate in LZZ)
correspond to Lagrangians (P,N,∆) = (2, nφ, nφ + 2) (using the nomenclature of [18]). Here
the most interesting are those with maximal posible nminφ , i.e. those with minimal number of
derivatives per field (especially n∂ < 3nφ). Naively n
min
φ = nK and therefore we apparently
cannot go beyond the uninteresting (P,N,∆) = (2, 4, 6) terms with three derivatives per field,
which originate from the K4 = O (φ4) part of the general action. However, in analogy with
the δ = 4 case, for D > 4 there exist a special combination of the K4 invariants for which
nminφ = 6. Not accidentally such a combination of K4 terms is the Lovelock invariant [20]
LR2
ZZ
= R2 − 4RαβRαβ +RαβµνRαβµν
= gρσgκλ (KρµαKσνβ −KρµβKσνα) (KκωγKλτδ −KκωδKλτγ)
×
[
gαµgγωgβνgτδ − 4gαµgγωgβδgντ + gαγgβδgµωgντ
]
. (8.22)
The nφ = 6 term of the invariant action
SR
2
6 ≡ BR
2
6
∫
MD
R
√
dDZdDZLR2
ZZ
(8.23)
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built from the Lovelock invariant corresponds then to quadratic shift symmetric term (P,N,∆) =
(2, 6, 8).
For δ = 2n+2 > 6 we meet an analogous situation, namely the terms K2n can be combined
for D > δ − 2 = 2n into the Lovelock invariant LRn
ZZ
where
LRn
ZZ
=
1
2n
δµ1ν1α1β1 . . .
µnνn
αnβn
R α1β1µ1ν1 . . . R
αnβn
µnνn , (8.24)
where the generalized Kronecker delta is
δµ1α1 . . .
µn
αn =
1
n!
δµ1[α1δ
µ2
α2 . . . δ
µn
αn]
. (8.25)
Then the corresponding invariant action
SR
n
δ=2n+2 = B
Rn
δ
∫
MD
R
√
dDZdDZLRn
ZZ
(8.26)
starts with a term with nφ = δ = 2n+ 2. Indeed, using
27
R αβµν =
1
α2
(
∂β∂ν∂φ · ∂∂µ∂αφ− ∂α∂ν∂φ · ∂∂µ∂βφ
)
+O
(
φ4
)
(8.27)
and expressing SR
n
δ=2n+2 in terms of the Galileon field we get√
|det (gµν)|LRnZZ =
1
α2n
δµ1ν1α1β1 . . .
µnνn
αnβn
n∏
i=1
∂βi∂νi∂φ · ∂∂µi∂αιφ+O
(
φ2n+2
)
=
1
α2n
δµ1ν1α1β1 . . .
µnνn
αnβn
∂µ1∂
α1
[
∂β1∂ν1∂φ · ∂φ
n∏
i=2
∂βi∂νi∂φ · ∂∂µi∂αιφ
]
+O
(
φ2n+2
)
(8.28)
where we have used the antisymmetry of δµ1ν1α1β1 . . .
µnνn
αnβn
. The first term is a total derivative
and thus SR
n
δ=2n+2 = O
(
φ2n+2
)
For general δ = 2n + 2, for which n∂ = δ + 2nφ − 2 = 2n + 2nφ and for D > δ − 2 = 2n
we can therefore generate the quadratic shift invariants (P,N,∆) = (2, 2n+ 2, 3n+ 2) as the
sum of the lowest nφ = 2n+2 terms of the Lovelock action S
Rn
δ=2n+2. Of course, the complete
Lovelock action is symmetric with respect to the complete transformation (4.8).
9 Note on the analytic continuation α→ ia
Let comment briefly on the case of imaginary α, i.e. when the coset space transformation is
formulated in terms of the real coordinates Z±µ (see (4.29)). In such a case we can repeat the
above brane constructions almost literaly, however the target space in not a Ka¨hler manifold
any more. Instead, we start with a flat space with the metric with signature (2D, 2D)
ds2 = dZ+ · dZ− = ηµν
(
dXµdXν − 1
a2
dLµdLν
)
(9.1)
27On the right hand side the indices are rised by the flat metric ηµν .
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and the form ω we replace with
ω = −1
2
ηµνdZ
+µ ∧ dZ−ν = 1
a
ηµνdX
µ ∧ dLν. (9.2)
The group of simultaneous symmetry of both these structures is now R2D⋊O(D,D)∩Sp (2D).
The induced metric on the brane reads in this case
gµν = ηµν − 1
a2
∂µ∂φ · ∂∂νφ. (9.3)
and the other invariant building blocks derived from gµν can be easily obtained from the
previous case by means of analytic continuation α → ia; e.g. the Christoffel symbols of the
second kind are now
Γρσµ = − 1
a2
∂µ∂σ∂φ · ∂∂ρφ. (9.4)
The normal vectors nAa are again constructed in terms of D−bein ma with respect to the
induced metric (9.3), (cf. also (7.10)) as
nAa =
(
1
a
∂α∂φ ·ma, amβa
)
, (9.5)
and are normalized according to28
GABn
A
a n
B
b = −ηab, GABnAa eBβ = 0. (9.6)
The dual basis reads then
eµA = g
µσ
(
ησα,− 1
a2
∂σ∂βφ
)
, naA =
1
a
ηab (mb · ∂∂αφ, ηβσmσb ) , (9.7)
and thus the extrinsic curvature Kaµν and twist connection are now
Kaµν = −
1
a
ηabmb · ∂∂µ∂νφ (9.8)
βbµa = η
bc
(
mαc gαβ∂µm
β
a −
1
a2
mc · ∂∂φ · ∂∂µ∂φ ·mα
)
. (9.9)
Again, as a consequence of the Gauss-Codazzi relations the basic building blocks for the
higher order lagrangians can be taken to be the induce metric gµν , its inverse g
µν and the
covariant derivatives of the tensor
Kαµν = gαβmβaKaµν = −
1
a
∂α∂µ∂νφ
together with measures dDZ+, dDZ− and dDx
√|det (gµν)| ≡ √dDZ+dDZ−. The invariant
action has the general form
Sinv =
∫
MD
R
dDZLZ+ +
∫
MD
R
dDZ−LZ− +
∫
MD
R
√
dDZ+dDZ−LZ+Z− . (9.10)
where in contrast to the case of real α the invariants LZ+ and LZ− are not correlated.
28The minus sign on the right hand side of the first normalization condition reflects the different signature
of the target space metric GAB in comparisson with the real α case.
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10 Conclusion
The aim of this work was to discuss in detail the symmetry properties of the Special Galileon in
flat space. We have found that the hidden symmetry which dictates the form of its Lagrangian
and which is responsible for its peculiar O
(
p3
)
soft limit behavior can be understood as a
special case of more general family of duality transformations. Similarly, the Special Galileon
itself turns out to be a special member of a wider family of theories which are interrelated
by the duality transformations mentioned above. These originate in special transformation of
the coset space GAL (D, 1) /SO (1,D − 1). There are two branches of such transformations
which can be parameterized either by the matrix U = exp (iG) or by the matrix U = exp (G)
where the real rank two tensor Gµν satisfies ηµρGρν = ηνρGρµ. The hidden Galileon symmetry
found previously in [16] is then identified with an infinitesimal form of this symmetries for
TrG = 0 after imposing the Inverse Higgs Constraint.
As we have shown, the Special Galileon in D dimensions can be also interpreted within a
different geometrical language. Within such a framework, the Galileon field φ is a scalar degree
of freedom describing (in particular gauge) the position of the D−dimensional probe brane
embedded in a 2D−dimensional target space. The Inverse Higgs Constraint can be formulated
geometrically as a constraint on the brane embedding, namely forcing an appropriate target
space two-form ω to vanish when restricted to the brane. The ordinary Galileon symmetry
and the symmetry/duality of Special Galileon can be then identified with a subgroup of
isometries of the target space which are at the same time symmetries of the form ω. For the
two branches of the Special Galileon, the metric of the target space is flat with signature either
(2, 2D− 2) or (2D, 2D). In the first case, the target space has a natural structure of a Ka¨hler
manifold and the group of Special Galileon symmetry/duality consists of symmetries of the
corresponding hermitian form, namely R2D⋊O (2,D − 2)∩Sp (2D) ≈ CD⋊U(1,D−1). The
complex translations represent spatial translation and the Galileon linear shift symmetries,
while the U(1,D − 1) transformations can be interpreted as Lorentz transformations and
hidden symmetry/duality of the Special Galileon. In the second case, the group is R2D ⋊
O(D,D) ∩ Sp (2D) and the target space has not any compatible complex structure.
The Lagrangians which are symmetric/dual with respect to these symmetries can be
then constructed according the general probe brane prescription. The building blocks can be
reduced, as a consequence of the Gauss-Codazzi formulae, to the induced metric on the brane,
the extrinsic curvature tensor and its covariant derivatives as well as invariant/covariant
measures on the brane. This allows to reconstruct the Special Galileon action, and more
importantly simplifies considerably the classification of the higher order counterterms. We
have performed such classification up to the invariants of the schematic form ∂2n+2φn (n
arbitrary).
As a byproduct we have established a close relations between such higher order invariants
and the Lagrangians invariant with respect to the quadratic shift symmetry. We have found,
that for each higher order invariant, which in general consist of infinite tower of terms, the sum
of vertices with minimal (and next to minimal) number of fields is automatically quadratic
shift invariant. Moreover, the invariants constructed as the Lovelock terms, schematically Rn
in D > 2n dimensions, where R stays for intrinsic curvature tensor on the brane, allow us to
easily obtain the (P,N,∆) = (2, 2n + 2, 3n + 2) polynomial shift invariant Lagrangians.
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A Invariance of IHC under special Galileon duality
Here we give a proof of the invariance of the IHC constraint under the transformation (4.8).
Let us calculate the transformed form [ωA]θ defined as
[ωA]θ = dφθ + i
α
4
(
Zθ − Zθ
)T · η · (dZθ + dZθ)
where
Zθ = U (θ) · Z, Zθ = U (−θ) · Z
φθ = φ+ i
α
8
(
Z2 − Z2
)
− iα
8
(
Z2θ − Z2θ
)
(A.1)
Inserting this into [ωA]θ we get
[ωA]θ = dφ+ i
α
4
(
ZT · η · dZ − ZT · η · dZ
)
−iα
4
(
ZTθ · η · dZθ − ZTθ · η · dZθ
)
+i
α
4
(
Zθ − Zθ
)T · η · (dZθ + dZθ)
= dφ+ i
α
4
(
ZT · η · dZ − ZT · η · dZ
)
+i
α
4
(
ZTθ · η · dZθ − ZTθ · η · dZθ
)
Because
dZθ = U (θ) · dZ, dZθ = U (−θ) · dZ
and
U (θ)T · η · U (−θ) = U (−θ)T η · U (θ) = η
we get
ZTθ · η · dZθ = ZT · η · dZ, , ZTθ · η · dZθ = ZT · η · dZ
and therefore
[ωA]θ = dφθ + i
α
4
(
Z − Z)T · η · (dZ + dZ) = ωA.
B Invariance of IHC under generalized special Galileon dual-
ity
In this appendix we demonstrate invariance of the IHC constraint under (4.49). For this
purpose we rewite (4.49) in the form
Z+θ = Z
+ = x+
1
a
L (B.1)
L− Lθ = θG
(
Z+
) · Z+ (B.2)
φθ = φ+
1
2a
L2 − 1
2a
L2θ −
θ
N
Z+ ·G (Z+) · Z+ (B.3)
where we abreviated
G
(
Z+
)µν
= Gµνα1α2...αN−2Z+α1Z
+
α2 . . . Z
+
αN−2
.
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Inserting (B.3) into
[ωA]θ = dφθ − Lθ · dxθ
we get
[ωA]θ = dφ+
1
a
L · dL− 1
a
Lθ · dLθ − θZ+ ·G
(
Z+
) · dZ+ − Lθ · dxθ
= dφ+
1
a
L · dL− Lθ · dZ+θ − (L− Lθ) · dZ+
= dφ+
1
a
L · dL− Lθ · dZ+ − (L− Lθ) · dZ+
= dφ+
1
a
(L− Lθ) · dL− Lθ · dx− (L− Lθ) · dZ+
= dφ− (L− Lθ) · dx− Lθ · dx = dφ− L · dx = ωA
where we have used (B.1) and (B.2) to get the second line, (B.1) to get the third line and
then twice (B.1).
C Explicit form of the quartic term of δ = 4 Lagrangian
In this appendix we give explicit form of the quartic term of the most general δ = 4 Lagrangian
Lφ44 =
χ
2α4
[6 〈∂∂∂φ : ∂∂∂φ · ∂∂φ · ∂∂φ〉 − 4 〈∂φ · ∂∂∂φ · ∂∂φ · ∂∂φ〉
−2∂φ · ∂∂φ · ∂∂φ ·∂φ+ (∂φ ·∂φ− 〈∂∂∂φ : ∂∂∂φ〉) 〈∂∂φ · ∂∂φ〉]
− ρ
2α4
(φ)2 ∂φ ·∂φ− κ
2α4
(φ)2 〈∂∂∂φ : ∂∂∂φ〉
+
ξ
2α4
[〈∂∂∂φ : ∂∂∂φ〉 〈∂∂φ · ∂∂φ〉 − 6 〈∂∂∂φ : ∂∂∂φ · ∂∂φ · ∂∂φ〉] , (C.1)
where we abreviated
ξ = B
(1)
4 +B
(2)
4 +ReC
(1)
4 +ReC
(2)
4 − ImC(3)4
χ = B
(1)
4 +ReC
(1)
4 − ImC(3)4 ,
ρ = ReC
(1)
4 − ImC(3)4 , κ = ReC(2)4 (C.2)
D Transformation of the actions with respect to GL (2,R) du-
ality
As we have discussed in the main text, not all the Galileon actions have nontrivial physical
content. As we have mentioned, some of them might be transformed into free theory or to
the tadpole term by means of the GL (2,R)duality (3.14) mentioned in section 3. In this
appendix we give a proof of such relations in more detail.
The Lagrangians under consideration can be written as
L = N
∑
n
dnLn (D.1)
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where N is a real overall constant (which may be needed e.g. in order to get a canonical
normalization of the kinetic term). Under the duality transformation (3.14)
xθ = x− 2θ∂φ (x) , φθ (xθ) = φ (x)− θ∂φ (x) · ∂φ (x) (D.2)
the constants dn change according to the relation (see [21] for details)
dn (θ) =
1
n
n∑
m=1
m
(
D −m+ 1
n−m
)
(−2θ)n−m dm (D.3)
Paricularly we get
d1 (θ) = d1. (D.4)
For the case of the action S(α, β) (see (4.17))we have
dn (α, β) =
1
2in
αeiβ
(
D
n− 1
)(
i
α
)n−1
+ h.c.
Therefore inserting this in D.3() for n > 1 we get
dn (θ) =
1
2in
αeiβ
(−2θ)n−1
(D − n+ 1)!
n∑
m=1
D!
(n−m)! (m− 1)!
(
− i
2θα
)m−1
+ h.c.
=
1
2in
αeiβ
(
D
n− 1
)
(−2θ)n−1
n−1∑
m=0
(
n− 1
m
)(
− i
2θα
)m
+ h.c.
As a result we obtain
dn (θ) =
1
2in
αeiβ
(
D
n− 1
)(
i
α
− 2θ
)n−1
+ h.c. (D.5)
=
1
2in
αei(β−(n−1)βθ)
(
D
n− 1
)(
i
αθ
)n−1
+ h.c., (D.6)
where we expressed
i
α
− 2θ = i
αθ
eiβθ (D.7)
in terms of real αθ > 0 and −3pi/2 < βθ < pi/2 for finite θ 6= 0. For n odd we can force dn (θ)
to vanish for
sin (β − (n− 1) βθ) = 0 (D.8)
For n even we can do the same provided
cos (β − (n− 1)βθ) = 0. (D.9)
For the action S± (a, c±) (see (4.33))we have
d±n (a, c±) =
1
n
ec±
(
D
n− 1
)
(−1)n
an−2
(D.10)
and repating the above calculation with imaginary α = ±ia and β = c±/i we get finally for
n > 1
d±n (θ) =
1
2n
aec±
(
D
n− 1
)(
±1
a
− 2θ
)n−1
. (D.11)
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Therefore for θ = ±1/2a we can made all the coefficients with n > 1 vanish. The theory
described with action S+(a, c+) or S− (a, c−) is therefore dual to the action
S± (a, c±)
θ=±1/2a→ (−1)
D−1D!
2
aec±
∫
dDxφ
with only the tadpole term.
Finally, let as assume the action SL (see (4.59)) with
dL1 (a) = 0, d
L
n (a) =
(−1)D−1
n
(
D − 1
n− 2
)
1
an−2
. (D.12)
Note that we can write
dLn (a) = −
(−1)D−1
D
a2
∂
∂a
[
1
a
1
n
(
D
n− 1
)
1
an−2
]
and therefore using (D.11) we get for n = 1, 2
dL1 (θ) = 0, d
L
2 (θ) =
(−1)D−1
2
while for n > 2
dLn (θ) = −
(−1)D−1
D
a2
∂
∂a
{
1
a
[
1
n
a
(
D
n− 1
)(
1
a
− 2θ
)n−1]}
=
(−1)D−1
D
1
n
(
D
n− 1
)(
1
a
− 2θ
)n−2
.
The choice θ = 1/2a transforms SL to the free action with only the kinetic term. Therefore
any linear combination of the actions S+ and S
L can be simultaneously transformed to the
free theory with tadpole term.
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